
SpaceDev was part of the team that
designed and produced the hybrid
rocket propulsion system for
SpaceShipOne.

In 2003, NASA launched CHIPSat—
a stand-alone, high performance,
Internet-based 62kg microsat, also
designed and produced by SpaceDev
for The University of California at
Berkley with NASA funding. 

In 2005, SpaceDev announced the
development of the revolutionary new
MMB-100TM, a high performance,

standards-based microsatellite that is
produced at a fraction of the cost of
traditional satellites.

Now the SpaceDev team has
created strategic alliances with a
team of aerospace leaders, to
develop and deliver an industry first
that is redefining responsive space:

Mission Xcelerator, the first single-
source turnkey mission solution that
can launch small payloads into space
under 20 million/under 20 months.

Kevin Heath
Business Development Manager

SpaceDev
13855 Stowe Drive
Poway, CA  92064

858.375.2012
kevin.heath@spacedev.com

SpaceDev: Experienced People That Developed
CHIPSat and Powered SpaceShipOne.

For further information on Mission Xcelerator, please contact:

www.spacedev.com
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An Aerospace Industry First
Mission Xcelerator is the first commercial turnkey
end-to-end mission solution that is faster and more
cost-effective than any other solution in the
aerospace industry.

The Fastest Speed to Space
Your payload will be in space, delivering data in under
20 months from contract—less than half the timeframe
of typical missions within the aerospace industry.

The Most Affordable Access
Mission Xcelerator can deliver your small payload
mission for half the cost of typical missions. You 
will save 25% to 50% versus other industry
resources.

A Turnkey Single-Source Solution
You have one source for a full standards-based
solution, using existing technology—from satellite
building, through integration, launch and operations.

Flexible Payload Interfaces
Ideal for rapid turn-around missions and multiple programs,
Mission Xcelerator offers flexible standards for payload
interface and ESPA/SpaceX Falcon launch compatibility.

Mobile Internet Mission Control
Control your mission and get data from any personal
computer or laptop in the world via the Internet, 
with Mission Xcelerator's TCPIP Internet Protocol
Uplink capability.

Prime Priority Treatment
With Mission Xcelerator, you are prime. Your small
payload mission is treated as a priority...and you
have the option to launch one, two or three missions
simultaneously.

Backed by Experience
Mission Xcelerator was created by aero-space experts
who also helped develop the landmark commercial
project SpaceShipOne and CHIPSat.

When your mission is to launch a small payload into orbit, you
need fast, affordable access to space. From initial concept to
seeking funds or payload design...wherever you are in your
mission process, SpaceDev stands ready with Mission
Xcelerator.  Mission Xcelerator the only new commercial
enterprise solution that can deliver this revolutionary promise:

Our turnkey Mission Xcelerator solution will 
launch your small payload into space
under $20 million / under 20 months.

Streamlined Commercial Access to Orbit

A 20/20 Vision for Your Path to Space.

Why Mission Xcelerator?

SpaceDev has created a revolutionary commercial enterprise that delivers Responsive Space today.
Assembling a strategic team of industry leaders, SpaceDev has architected the turnkey end-to-end Mission
Xcelerator solution, centered around their high-performance Modular Microsat Bus™ (MMB-100).  

MMB-100™ is the next generation microsat technology, derived from modular Commercial Off The Shelf
(COTS) based microsats developed by SpaceDev for the U.S. Missile Defense Agency. With the MMB-100™

standards based, low-cost, satellite bus technology, Mission Xcelerator can deliver affordable, accelerated
missions to space—at a fraction of the time and cost of traditional satellite mission development.

Mission Xcelerator: The 20/20 Fast Track to Responsive Space

M
ission: Possible

With Mission Xcelerator, SpaceDev Redefines Responsive Space
as Under $20 Million / Under 20 Months.

Launch More Missions Faster Than Ever Before

The MMB-100™ system provides true "plug and play"
capability and has full ESPA compatibility, so it can interface
with a wide variety of satellite launch vehicles. Mission
Xcelerator helps you leverage the time-savings advantage of
existing MMB-100™ technology and interface flexibility, to
launch one or more standard, small payload missions into
space in under 20 months from ARO.  

The COTS Approach to 50% Cost Savings

Mission Xcelerator utilizes COTS technologies wherever
possible, to save you up to 50% or more in costs on your
mission. Mission Xcelerator's unique approach gives you:

• One single-source contractor
• Streamlined processes
• Existing technologies with little or no development costs
• Reusable software modules for all sub-systems
• True plug and play capability.

Mission Xcelerator gives your mission flexibility and reliability
at a very low price.

Mission Xcelerator: A Turnkey Single-Source Solution

The Mission Xcelerator solution provides proven, standards-
based technology and comprehensive end-to-end mission
services, including:

• Payload and spacecraft analysis
• SpaceDev standard Modular Microsat Bus™ (MMB-100)
• Payload integration for “standard” payload
• Comprehensive spacecraft testing
• Dispenser with integration and test
• Launch vehicle integration
• Launch to LEO
• Standard 12 month mission operations
• Standard 12 month ground station access

Flexible Payload Interfaces and Optional Payload
Configurations

Mission Xcelerator is ideal for missions with small payloads
up to 60 kilograms, with a payload volume envelope up 
to 2530 cubic inches. Optional, expanded, and custom
payload configurations are available at an additional cost.

The internal data buses of MMB-100™ offer a highly flexible
payload interface, because they are based on existing industry
standards: Ethernet, Universal Serial Port (USB) and RS-422.

24/7 Mobile Internet Mission Control
From any PC or Laptop in the World

Mission Xcelerator offers extreme convenience for Mission
Control. Using the latest in encryption technologies, You have
secure access to all control functions and data via the Internet.
The system can notify you automatically by pager or email,
based on your pre-programmed requirements or detection of an
anomaly. Your instructions are simply uplinked on the next pass.

Enjoy Prime Treatment
and Launch One, Two or Three Missions

Mission Xcelerator is the first 20/20 commercial solution
specifically designed to meet the needs of small payload
missions—your missions are critical to our mutual success.
From ARO through Ops, we give you exceptional service
and offer you another industry first: the flexibility of one, 
two or three simultaneous small payload mission launches.

From launch to on-orbit operations, SpaceDev gives you the freedom to manage your
satellite remotely.

SpaceDev’s lunar orbiter and microsatellite clusters give our customers a wide range of
solutions to meet their mission needs.
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